
Persistence of Vision

The retina provides the brain with information about the three

dimensionality of an object, as well as information about the

movement of objects.

The deconstruction of an image within the eye provides our brain

with a means to perceive and understand both the spatial and the

temporal world. We are reminded of this by observing a

timepiece we observe not only an object but the passage of time

as well.

The perception of movement is mediated not only by the pattern

of changing stimulation of photoreceptors on the retina, it is also

mediated by the primary visual cortex and specific areas like V4.

However, the perception of movement is not just due to real

motion, it can arise through apparent motion as well.

The visual system can integrate a series of successive, separate

but discrete images producing an apparently continuous visual

environment. Key to this integration is the effect known as the

persistence of vision.



What is persistence of vision?

The effect of persistence of vision has been known for a long

time, however a satisfactory explanation only came in 1824, when

Peter Mark Roget in a paper presented before the Royal Society

of London defined persistence of vision as the ability of the retina

to retain an image of an object for 1120 to 1/5 second after its

removal from our field of vision.

When we look at an object, and blink our visual system retains the

image of that object a moment longer than it was actually present

to our view. The receptive field on the retina is not wiped clear by

the blinking of the eye.

When you have intermittently presented stimulus that moves

frame by frame you perceive apparent motion. The brain

mechanisms for perception fills in the missing visual information

between the frames.



ln the nineteenth century there was a great interest in machines,

movement, and entertainment, particularly toys employing optical

illusions, anticipation of the moving picture had run high since the

discovery of photography in the 1830's.

Advances in optics and machine movement made Edison's

Kinetograph possible in the 1880's. ln 1895, the moving pictures

as we now understand them were first presented to the world by

Auguste and Louis Lumidre of Paris.

The Lumidre Brothers charged admission to view their simple

moving pictures of everyday life - films they called Actualite (the

French word for reality). The French call moving pictures

Cin6matographie - from the greek word kinematos which means

movement. Documentaries are known as cin6ma-v6rit6.

To some degree we still use similar French phrases. We still talk

of going to the cin6ma, as opposed to the theatre. A person who

is fond of films and their history is known as a cinephile. A

movie theatre comprised of several cinema is known as a

Cineplex.



Their projection system used a "stop/start" intermittent motion and

a shutter design which allowed for the regular, interrupted

advancement of a projected film strip containing a sequence of

tiny stills - much as we still do a century later.

Two phenomena, one the persistence of vision and one

psychological (known as the phi effect), allow us to complete the

illusion of motion pictures. Since an image only strikes the screen

intermittently, half the running time of a film we're in total

darkness.

As the film projects at 24 frames per second (the old $uper 8

shows 18 frames per second), persistence of vision prevents us

from seeing the lines separating the frames, yet helps us retain

briefly the image contained within the frame.

Working with this optical function is a second principle - the "phi

phenomenol'r" or stroboscopic effect. First studied by Max

Wertheimer and Hugo Munsterberg between 1912-16, they found

that the viewer forms a mental bridge that conceptually completes

the action frame-to-frame, allowing us to perceive a series of

static images in a continuous movement.



Traditionally this phenomenon is given as the explanation of why

moving pictures or movies "work" - why we see realistic motion

on the screen.

A film is really only a series of still photographs. They are

projected onto a screen by running them through a machine with

a powered focused light bean. The individual photographs are

separated by a frame of opaque celluloid.

Modern sound films are projected at the rate of 24 frames per

second. Therefore every minute we are watching the film, the

projected has "blinked" one thousand, four hundred and forty

times. Those blinks are the points at which the viewer is seeing

nothing but darkness. During a two-hour feature, the cumulative

time in utter darkness is about 50 minutes.

The persistence of vision is what keeps us from noticing the

intervals of darkness between the images.

A number of important figures in science played key roles in the

development of the motion picture, or Cindmatographie.



SUCCESSION OF FRAMES (top to borront, teft to right) capiure
a sneeze. They are from an early motion piclure made in Thomas A.
Edison's laboratory in about I890, ln order to perceive conlinuous
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molion when still images such as these are flashed, the visual sys-
lem must above all delecl correspondencel that is, il must identi_
fy elements in successive frames as being a single object in motion.


